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Check our product catalog

Casco Antiguo is a company with 
more than 40 years of experience in 
the manufacture, sale, distribution 
and marketing of professional, 
technical and recreational diving 
equipment.

Its professional and technical area supplies diving equipment for the spe-
cialized divisions of Professional Diving and Underwater Technology, Military 
Diving and Rescue, covering a very complete catalog of materials and te-
chnical equipment used by the State Security Forces, firefighters and rescue 
units, in addition to the great contribution of equipment for underwater re-
search that the Oceanography division provides.
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COMMERCIAL DIVING CATALOG
Leaders in the commercial diving market with experience and 
international presence to meet the needs of each of our customers.  
 
Since our origins, we are professional divers, a quality that allows us 
to know the characteristics of underwater works. Therefore, we offer 
advice, consultancy and training as added values to the sale of 
professional diving equipment. 
 
Helmets & Bandmasks 
Umbilicals 
Gas panels 
Closed Circuit TV and Video 
Underwater communications 
Underwater cutting and welding 
Open and closed lifting balloons 
ROVs, AUVs and accessories
Hyperbaric chambers 
Underwater acoustics 
Measuring and control equipment 
Dry suits, harnesses, boots... 
 
We distribute the most prestigious brands worldwide: Kirby Morgan, 
Interspiro, Seaflex, Broco, OTS, Stanley, Broco, Sub-Atlantic...

We have an engineering and R+D department for the development, 
manufacturing, certification and commissioning of equipment. We 
have an official technical service for the repair and maintenance of 
different equipment. In addition, We are certificated with the   ISO 9001 
and ISO 14001 standards
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HELMETS, MASKS
& BANDMASKS
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Helmets, masks & bandmasks

KIRBY MORGAN 37 HELMET
SBMP01KM500051KMD

The Kirgby Morgan 37 helmet continues the 
tradition of offering the highest quality and 
best performance. With a new “Quad-Valve 
air expulsion system, which can go fitted in 
most previous Kirby models. Providing less 
expulsion resistance than the previous system 
in addition to including even better sealing. 
Recommended for diving in polluted waters.

KIRBY MORGAN 97 W/MWP HELMET- 
SBMP01KM500701KMD

The Kirby Morgan® 97 helmet has a 455 
compensated regulator. The 455 compensated 
regulator is made completely of stainless 
steel and offers virtually the same breathing 
performance as the REX regulator.

AH5 FREE FLOW HELMET
SBMP010101DVX 

The Divex AH5 is the successor to the Divex 
AH3 and AH4, the helmets which have 
been chosen by most professional divers as 
standards of safety, quality, performance 
and reliability.



Helmets, masks & bandmasks

KMB 28B BANDMASKS - SBMP01KM500029KMD

KMB 28B MASK This mask has been fully tested and certified. The 
KMB 28B BandMask can be used in mixed gas diving, as well as 
in shallow water diving. Incorporates the SuperFlow 350 second 
stage regulator as standard.

AGA MKII FULL FACE MASK POSITIVE PRESSURE - SBMP010707ISP

Mask easy to install and use, silicone, facilitating its coupling and 
its sealing to the face of the diver. The attachment of this mask 
can be adjusted with a tensioner provided with 5 quick release 
straps. It incorporates a compensation clamp as well as a system 
preventing the glass from misting up.

M-48 MOD-1 FULL FACE MASK WITH REGULATOR - SBMP01KM800151KMD

The M-48 Mod-01 mask is a latest generation mask. It maintains the 
exclusive design of two cavities, which allows to extract the lower 
module when we are on the surface in order to save air. Can also 
be used with different communication systems.

SPECTRUM FULL FACE MASK - TKMA01019200361BLOTS

With the Full Face Spectrum Mask, OTS has created the best full face 
mask on the market that allows divers to use their own regulators 
and eliminate the high costs associated with standard FFM, without 
sacrificing luxury.
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Dry suits

QUEBEC
TKTDVTQUEBECL

The TDS Quebec drysuit, along with its twin the Norway, are the com-
pressed neoprene range of TDS drysuits. The Quebec model includes 
a boot with a very light rigid sole, a feature that makes it very appre-
ciated even by professional and commercial divers in their work. It 
also has a large pocket and flexible knee pads for protection.

Sizes: S - M - L - XL - 2XL

NORWAY
TKTDVTNORWAYS

The TDS Norway drysuit, along with its twin the Quebec, are the range 
in compressed neoprene of TDS watertight suits. The Norway model, ai-
med more at technical divers, stands out for including a large pocket 
and a sock-type foot closure, allowing it to be worn with a rock boot of 
choice while also making the entire suit lighter.

Sizes: S - M - L - XL - 2XL



Dry suits

EVOLUTION 8 HOTWATER SUIT
The hotwater suit has been developed over the past 20 years. The suit 
is based around a unique heavy anodized aluminium water distribu-
tion valve, with its unique 360 degree stainless steel quick connector.
The water flows along an anti-kink rubber pipe profile, designed 
by, and unique to, Northern Diver. The pipes are held in place by a 
padded neoprene cover for comfort. All pipe runs are directed for 
comfort during those long bell runs.

1000G RE THOR DRYSUIT
Thor drysuit is manufactured from a vulcanised polymer created from 
a mix of high-grade rubber and EPDM. Vulcanised laminated polymers 
are carried on a multidirectional 4-way-stretch knitted polyester, which 
gives excellent strength and durability. The Thor is suitable for commer-
cial diving applications but is also an excellent option for military and 
rescue purposes.



Drysuit undersuits

THERMAL UNDERWEAR PRO M20 B400 THINSULATE

 

THERMAL UNDERWEAR PRO M20 B200 THINSULATE

SVALBARD THINSULATE
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
TKVT0301ZHBK-01LTDS

The Svalbard undergarment from 
TDS has been made with the best 
current thermal protection mate-
rial: Thinsulate. Lightweight and 
elastic, the Svalbard offers a very 
comfortable fit thanks to an ela-
borate pattern, as well as being 
the ideal complement to any dry 
suit.
Sizes: M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL
 

THERMODIVE UNDERSUIT SHIRT
TKVT0401THERD2TDS

Thermodive Undersuit Shirt 
are designed to provide 
the thermal protection and 
comfort needed to dive 
with a dry neoprene suits Tri-
laminated dry suits serve as 
a thermal complement to 
thermal interiors of greater 
weight The shirt has clasps 
in the cuffs specially desig-
ned so the shirt can be worn 
without the sleeves bunching 
up and they do not interfere 
the cuffs sealing.
Sizes: S - XXL (2-6)

THERMODIVE UNDERSUIT PANTS
TKVT0401THERDP3TDS

Thermodive Undersuit Pants 
are designed to provide 
the thermal protection and 
comfort. Sizes: S/M - L/XL
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Harness

MK5 HARNESS -  SBMP150104DVX

The “vest style” safety harness that distributes the load over the 
whole body. This harness supports the fully equipped diver safely 
and comfortably. With stainless steel straps and D-rings with high 
load capacity and bottom rings for tools or hookah closures. With 
6 pockets to each accommodate 8 pounds of lead, and the 
ability to quickly release them. The harness has been tested and 
CE marked in accordance with EN 250 and the manufacturer’s 
specifications, demonstrating a tensile strength greater than 600 
kg.

SAFE HARNESS MKII SIMPLE C/ BACK PACK - SBMP150102DVX

The Divex Mk2 Webbing Harness is a simple “parachute” style harness 
with sturdy straps and large stainless steel D-rings. The harness also 
includes a Kam type backpack which allows the attachment of rescue 
cylinders from 5 “to 9” in diameter.

SAFE HARNESS
With a phenomenal overall breaking strength of 1000kg, the All 
New Northern Diver R-Vest has surpassed the requirements set by 
the ‘Association of Diving Contractors International’ Standards.

MARK IV JUMP JACKET HARNESS-BCD 
SRAR0103JUMPMK4

Compensation harness-vest Mark IV Jump 
Jucket that allows the rapid recovery 
of the injured person thanks to the 
integrated lifting harness and supplying 
gas if necessary.

WEIGHT SYSTEM 7 KG
BRTDSLBAUDRIER



FINS & BOOTS
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Fins & boots 

JET FIN XTREM - TKAL0101901

The TDS Jet Fin Xtreme fin is one of the shortest fins of 
its kind, with a lateral reinforcement and designed to 
make it more maneuverable, which makes it very po-
pular, like its predecessor, among technical and profes-
sional divers. Made of 100% rubber and with a compact 
design for superior mobility, it incorporates a dynamic 
edge for more powerful thrust, this design reduces drag 
on the up kick and improves the thrust on the up kick 
the bottom. All this hydrodynamic design, together with 
its channels, provides maximum efficiency, mobility and 
propulsion.

It incorporates a closure with stainless steel springs and 
rubber grips with a curved angle for adjustment in the 
heel, which also allows them to be snapped up comfor-
tably for carrying on the harness or for storage.

JET FIN MSP - TKTDALMPSB2XL

TDS Jet Fin MSP belongs to the tactical-military ran-
ge, tested by different armies and special forces. 
Jet Fin type rubber fin “long” with traditional de-
sign, also available to technical and sport divers, 
as well as professional divers, looking for a power-
ful and immediate response fin. Made of 100% rub-
ber, it offers a very high durability over time as well 
as resistance in the worst conditions.

OMAHA XTREM 2.1 ROCKBOOT
TKVTOMAHANW

The Xtrem 2.1 is the improved model of 
the Omaha series of Rockboots for sock 
dry suits, the most advanced of TDS, 
used by armies and water rescue bri-
gades. Redesigned sole is more flexible 
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Gas panels

GAS PANEL KMACS5 - SBMP09KM400046KMD 

The KMACS-5 is a lightweight, portable air supply, depth control 
and communications panel for two divers. Control panel for 2 
divers. Air control. Pneumo control. Integrated communications. 
Bottle selector. Adjustable regulator.

GAS PANEL CONTROL II 2 DIVERS - SBMP090500SBQ

A portable power system with control and monitoring for diving 
operations with surface air supply for three divers. The system was 
designed to supply air from the surface and control the depth of 
the divers.

GAS PANEL CONTROL III 3 DIVERS - SBMP090511SBQ

A portable power system with control and monitoring for diving 
operations with surface air supply for three divers. The system was 
designed to supply air from the surface and control the depth of 
the divers.

GAS PANEL FULL DIVING CONTROL 4 DIVERS -  SBMP06010101DOA

A portable control and monitoring supply system for surface 
supplied air diving operations for three divers. The system has 
been designed to supply air from the surface, control the depth 
of the divers, have communication and visualize the operations of 
the divers from the surface.
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Compressors

EOLO COMPRESSOR LOW PRESSURE (GASOLINE)
Coltri Eolo Low pressure Gasoline compressor for use with a hookah for any 
long-term intervention, type underwater work, at medium depth; Honda 5.5 
HP gasoline engine allowing full autonomy use; 3 stages and an intermediate 
safety tank and for do not feel the knocks of the compression, carbon filter 
screen, pressure control manometer and outlet pressure regulator (about 8 
bars)

EOLO LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR (ELECTRIC)
Coltri Eolo Low pressure Electric compressor for use with a hookah 
for any long-term intervention, such as underwater work, at medium 
depth; 220 volt single-phase 2 kw electric motor that can be plugged 
into most “classic” sockets (16A); 3 stages and an intermediate safety 
tank and so as not to feel the pressure of the compression, carbon fil-
ter screen, pressure control manometer and outlet pressure regulator 
(about 8 bars);

LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
MEDIUM PRESSURE COMPRESSOR



Compressors

ICON LSE 100 COMPRESSOR
(ELECTRIC MONO-PHASE)
Coltri Icon LSE 100 Scuba Diving Portable 
Compressor: Portable high pressure com-
pressor for refilling diving tanks. Powered by a 
single phase electric motor. The compact di-
mensions make it ideal for a particular com-
pressor. Easy to move and carrying.

ICON LSE 100 SH COMPRESSOR
(HONDA GASOLINE)
Coltri Icon LSE 100 SH Scuba Diving Portable 
Compressor: Portable high pressure com-
pressor for refilling diving tanks. Powered by 
a Honda Gasoline motor. The compact di-
mensions make it ideal for a particular com-
pressor. Easy to move and carrying.

MINI SILENT
Small, quiet and powerful. The Coltri 
breathing air compressors of the Mini Silent 
series, equipped with 100 and 125 l / min 
pumping units. They are characterized by 
extreme silence, obtained without sacrifi-
cing performance.



Compressors

ERGO 315 SH COMPRESSOR PETROL
the Coltri ERGO PETROL Breathing Air 
Compressor is an excellent choice 
for those who need an easy to use, 
versatile and portable compressor. 
It is equipped with 2 front filling con-
nections for high pressure hoses (from 
232 to 330 bar), a Honda petrol engi-
ne and the robust 315 pumping unit. 
The ergonomic frame cools the equi-
pment perfectly by means of its com-
posite casing. The remote filling panel 
is available as an optional extra. 

SMART COMPRESSOR 
125 - 195 (EM) 235 - 315 (ETS) 
The MCH 16/ET Standard is one of Coltri’s most 
popular breathing air compressors. This three 
phase unit has a charging rate of 315 L/min (11.1 
CFM FAD), capable of filling a 10 Litre cylinder 
from empty to 200 bar in 6.3 minutes. The Stan-
dard frame allows the compressor to be trans-
ported easily, auto stop and automatic conden-
sate drains are available as options.

RGO COMPRESSOR
235 - 315 - 345 - 380 
Coltri compressor model MCH13-16 Smart. Coltri’s 
SMART line of breathing air compressors are STAN-
DARD line evolution, the world’s best known and 
sold. All models are equipped with two connections 
for high pressure hoses (from 232 to 330 bar), a single-
phase or three-phase electric motor, robust pumping 
units (MCH 8, MCH 13 or MCH 16 depending on the 
specific model) and a compact frame with handles, 
suitable for transport. External refilling panels and an 
electrical display are available as optional extras, 
with various automatic features including automa-
tic condensate drainage and an autostop pressure 
gauge.



Compressors

MARK III SILENT COMPRESSOR 235 - 315 - 345 - 380 ET  (THREE-PHASE)
Ideal for intensive use in hot, poorly ventilated environments or in 
tropical countries. Designed with an improved cooling system and a 
filtering system with two Hyperfilters, these compressors are powered 
by an electric motor and equipped with four different pumping units, 
all in the TPS (Tropical Plus Superdry) version. 

SUPERSILENT COMPRESSOR  235 - 315 - 345 - 380 ET (THREE-PHASE)
Supersilent TPS ETS Commercial Diving High Pressure Compressor: Specially de-
signed to minimize noise. It features an enhanced cooling and sound insulation 
system and an efficient filtering system with two Hyperfilters. Powered by an 
electric motor, it is equipped with four different pumping units, all in the TPS 
(Tropical Plus Superdry) version, and with an intuitive control panel. For longer 
filter life, the Tornado high pressure dryer is recommended.



Compressors

SILENT COMPRESSOR 450-550-650-750 ET (THREE-PHASE)
Scuba Diving High Pressure Compressor Threephasic: The SILENT model re-
presents excellence in soundproofing. It has been designed to meet the 
needs of very intensive uses and when large filling capacities are required. 
Equipped with 4 front filling connections for high pressure hoses (from 232 
to 420 bar), a control panel and an electrical display. They are equipped 
with a three-phase electric motor and powerful pumping units (450 550 
650 750 depending on the specific model). 

OPEN COMPRESSOR 450-550-650-750 ET  (THREE-PHASE)
Open threephasic Commercial Diving High Pressure Compressor: Open 
meets professional needs that require large charging capacities in hot, 
poorly ventilated or tropical countries. It is equipped with 4 front filling con-
nections for high pressure hoses, an intuitive control panel and an electric 
motor. The pumping unit, chosen from the 4 most powerful, is exposed in 
the rear part of the structure to ensure a better cooling cycle. For longer 
filter life, the Tornado high pressure dryer is recommended



Compressors

LP 250 NITROX ROTARY
Coltri LP250 Nitrox ROTARY for Scuba Diving: 
It consists of an industrial screw compres-
sor that delivers air at a pressure of 10 bar 
to the Parker® membrane. The percentage 
of oxygen obtained at the outlet can be 
adjusted from 32% to 36% thanks to a val-
ve accessible on the front side of the com-
pressor. If connected to a compressor with 
pumping unit 315 (MCH 16), Nitrox at 32% 
can be obtained up to a pressure of 232 bar. 
The oxygen analyzer allows you to check the 
correct percentage, adjusting it through the 
appropriate valve.

LP 300 NITROX ROTARY
The Coltri LP300 Nitrox ROTARY model con-
sists of an industrial screw compressor that 
delivers air at a pressure of 12 bar to a mem-
brane that separates nitrogen and oxygen 
up to a maximum percentage of 40% O2. 
The enriched air can be compressed at a 
pressure of 232 bar in combination with a 
high pressure compressor. The percentage 
of oxygen obtained at the outlet can be re-
gulated from 22.4% to 40% using a valve di-
rectly accessible on top of the compressor. 
The oxygen analyser allows checking of the 
correct percentage adjusted by means of 
the appropriate valve.

LP 600 NITROX ROTARY
At the top of the Nitrox line, the Coltri LP600 
ROTARY system consists of an industrial screw 
compressor that delivers air at a pressure of 
8 bar to a membrane that separates nitro-
gen and oxygen at atmospheric pressure 
until Nitrox 40% O2 is obtained and can be 
compressed at a pressure of 232 bar in com-
bination with a high pressure compressor. 
The percentage of oxygen obtained at the 
outlet can be regulated from 22.4% to 40% 
using a valve directly accessible on top of 
the compressor. Exclusive to the the Heavy 
Duty line compressors.
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Umbilicals

3/4 PART UMBILICAL W/FITTINGS (4-WIRE) - SBMP140217FBN

Several types of hoses are available to suit specific applications 
taking into account pressure rating, flexibility and abrasion 
resistance. Hoses are braided with cables to meet all source, 
communications and video requirements. Several mounting and 
electrical connection terminations are available to meet specific 
requirements.

Available in a range of standard 50, 100, 150 and 200 meter cord 
dive cables, although we can provide custom hookahs in various 
lengths.

There are different configurations and customization for diving 
hookahs, with options for air, pneumo, communications, mini TV 
and hot water.

UMBILICALS FOR DIVING AND VIDEO
Diving Umbilicals designed and manufactured in a helical lay 
construction that has become the industry standard for all 
professional diving applications. Specific cables are available for 
air, audio and video connection offering maximum versatility and 
strength.



CCTV
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CCTV

MINI TV CABLE
SBMP140702FBN

SHARK-EYE HD CAMERA
SBMP1300008SBQ

High definition camera for 
professional diving.

VIDEO SYSTEM X-VISION HD
SBMP130126SBQ

The closed circuit television “X-VISION” has been designed in order to be able to record underwater images with one, 
two, three or four divers in the water. Its robust and modern design makes it stand out from other closed circuit television.
Designed for video recording, it also incorporates connections to record communication, thus synchronizing the video 
with the communication. Its storage on a solid SSD hard disk provides you with a security in the recording of your files 
above any other traditional storage system. The X-VISION system is suitable for work in all types of environments, thanks 
to its suitcase resistant to marine environments and its high-quality materials and connectors. With RCA input and HDMI 
output connections, you can view the image on a larger screen (video out) or record the communication between the 
tender and the diver (audio in). In addition, it has one, two, three or four intensity regulators (dimmer), to regulate the LED 
spotlights available, where you can choose the intensity that is needed at all times to obtain a clear and sharp image 
thanks to to their potentiometers. Its high-definition, high-sensitivity camera and coaxial cable complete the X-VISION 
recording system.  
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Communicactions

SURFACE STATION  SUBCOM 4 SBMP03010002SBQ

The Subcom Control Unit is a device designed 
as an underwater communication system 
between the surface caller and one or two 
divers. Thanks to the 4-wire communication, 
divers can communicate with each other.

SURFACE STATION AQUACOM STX-101M (EU)
SBMP03020103OTS

Military Surface Station. 8 channel, 10 watts. 
Includes Int’l charger, hand held mic, and 
transducer.

SURFACE STATION AMCOM III
SBMP03010800AMR

Three-Diver Deluxe Portable Communicator with 
Wireless Tender
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Lighting

SHARK LIGHT LED - SBMP0701000SBQ

The Shark Light projector has been designed to 
illuminate work areas, even in the most hostile 
environments. Its small size and weight make 
it a very useful and easy to manage tool. The 
housing is made of stainless steel, which makes 
it almost indestructible to wear, with an output 
of 1500 to 1700 lumens and a light angle of 140 
º. A 2-pin Seacon BH-2-MP connector is incorpo-
rated for reliable and secure coupling.

MARU LED LIGHT 1200 - TKIL0101UML1200NSTDS

The TDS Maru is a high powered (new version 
with 1200 lm) LED flashlight that packs a real 
punch for its size. The Maru has a 10º angled 
beam and is powered by an 18650 Lithium bat-
tery.

HYDOR UMBILICAL LED LIGHT 4000 - TKILH4ETDS

TDS HYDOR UMBILICAL led light is a 4000 
lumens 12 degrees portable spotlight led 
light for technical scuba diving, the ge-
nerated light is a concentrated beam of 
high intensity, The magnetic control switch, 
allows use with one hand, has 3 level 
brightness adjustment, and built-in battery 
level indicator. 
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Underwater cutting

CUTTER BR-22-  SBMP040104BRC

For divers thought by divers, the Broco system optimizes 
performance, safety and facilitates use. The system includes a 
series of components designed to work together, ranging from 
the oxygen cylinder to the work clamp.

PVL CUTTING SYSTEM -  SBMP040602PVL

Oxygen and propylene cutting system sub-system: Oxygen and 
propylene cutting system, clean cut without residue. Easy handling 
Robust 2 models: 55 degrees or 90 degrees.

ROD CUT 9,5 X 480 MM (3/8”) (50 UD) -  SBMP040813HYD

LARGE FLOW RATE REDUCER 02 HVR -  SBMP040303BRC

The Broco Oxygen Regulator is a two-stage unit with a high 
continuous flow for underwater combustion. Broco’s studies show 
that the efficiency of the cut depends more on the flow of oxygen 
than on its pressure.



Underwater welding

WELDING CLAMP EH400 -  SBMP040105HYD

The Hydroweld EH400 underwater welding gun is used throughout 
industry. Among its advantages, it should be noted that they are 
economical, very light and resistant. They are distributed together 
with a cable of approximately 2 meters and 50 mm2 terminated by 
a male Dinze type connector.

SINGLE-POLE SWITCH WCB 400 - SBMP040106HYD

Power switch for diver safety. 

ELECTRODE STD 2.5 MM INOX -  SBMP040813HYD

Hydroweld FS wet welding electrodes are the result of significant 
research and development in metal casting formulations and 
coatings. They are designed to work in all kinds of situations in 
fresh or salt water at a depth of at least 100 meters. Their excellent 
properties make them easy to use for underwater welding.

CENTRAL INVERTEC -  SBMP040504MLG

This electrode welding equipment has been designed and 
manufactured to combine strong and rugged construction 
with excellent arc characteristics. Both pieces of equipment are 
manufactured to withstand harsh environmental conditions by 
using Lincoln tunnel technology to separate electronic boards and 
sensitive parts from cooling air pollution. The sturdy metal housing 
with wide protective rubber angles makes this equipment suitable 
for operation with a generator or in a workshop, offering maximum 
flexibility and durability.
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Tools

CLEANING TOOL MC212 - SBMP06010212SIS 
Our MC212 underwater cleaning unit has a track record of 
over 30 years of service. The twin tool unit consists of two halves 
connected by a hinged joint and is designed for cleaning light 
and heavy marine fouling from offshore oil and gas platforms, 
jetties, piles, windmills and other curved structures as well as 
medium-sized ships.

GASOLINE CAVITATION CLEANING MACHINE - SBMP060308NOS

The cavitation cleaning machine is driven by a powerful and 
reliable 9.5 kW gasoline engine or Honda engine. Standard 
equipment includes the Evo2 pistol.

BR67 UNDERWATER BREAKER/DRIVER - SBMP06010202DBS

The BR67 is a medium sized breaker in Stanley Hydraulic Tools line 
up of underwater paving breakers. The BR67is in the 70 lbs class 
of breakers and is used for medium concrete and rock breaking, 
coral removal and rod driving.

SUPER RAPTOR MONO GAS HYDRAULIC PLANT -  SBMP06010101DOA

The cavitation cleaning machine is driven by a powerful and 
reliable 9.5 kW gasoline engine or Honda engine. Standard 
equipment includes the Evo2 pistol.
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GREEN RIVER
CU234117116YS FALT TIP

CU234216116HY WITH TIP

The commercial diver´s favorite knife, very 
robust and large. Ideal for cutting large 
ropes and hoses.

Z-CUT KNIFE TITANIUM 17 CM
TEKCU0101BC302WSCK

Knife made with the best Titanium alloy 
a + ß, lightweight and high resistencia.
Length:: 17 cm.

GREEN RIVER SHEATH + CARABINER + EXTENDABLE

Knives
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Measurement & Control

 BATHYCORROMETER STANDARD KIT
SBMP080103BCK

The Bathycorrometer® is an advanced, hand held, diver 
operated unit providing a consistent way of determining the 
corrosion of subsea structures. The current model is based on 
the original Roxby unit which has been in service since 1971. 
It will provide the diver with a direct readout of corrosion 
potential at the point of application.

MULTIGAUGE 3000 ULTRASONIC DENSITY INDICATOR + PROBE
SBMP080210TTX

The MULTIGAUGE 3000 Submarino indicator is a density measuring 
device designed for use by a diver, for the most common 
applications such as density measurement underwater. This is a 
simple and robust manual indicator, which uses multiple echo 
waves, ignoring coatings and only measuring the thickness of 
the remaining metal



ROVs
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ROVs

ROV SUPER MOHAWKBLUEROV2
Ocean research, exploration and adventures 
are easily accessible with our flagship 
product, the BlueROV2.

FIFISH V6 -  SBMP101018TIL

With all-directional freedom of movement 
and a compact design, FIFISH V6 delivers a 
revolutionary point of view for explorations, 
underwater photography, and industrial 
inspections.



ROVs accessories

SEAKING BATHY
Survey and Scientific grade bathymetric data collection. The 
V7 Super SeaKing 704 Bathymetric system is now fitted with high 
accuracy conductivity and temperature sensors, resulting in 
increased survey grade performance. A scientific option is also 
available for use where the user requires measurements recorded 
to an even higher degree of accuracy. 

MICRONNAV - SBMP102006TIL

USBL tracking for small vehicles. The MicronNav system is an 
innovative UltraShort Base Line (USBL) positioning system designed 
for small vehicles. It has been primarily designed to be used in 
conjunction with the Tritech Micron sonar and other products in 
the Micron range but will also adapt well to other sonars such as 
those from the SeaKing range.

MICRON SONAR -  SBMP101018TIL

Similar features to the SeaKing sonar in a compact housing. The 
Tritech Micron Sonar has set new standards in compact sonar 
technology. It is the smallest digital CHIRP sonar in the world. CHIRP 
technology dramatically improves the range resolution compared 
with conventional sonars – it is a feature normally associated with 
much larger, more expensive systems.

ALTIMETER MICRON ECHO SOUNDER -  SBMP101017TIL

Stand-alone altimeter for small vehicles. The Tritech Micron 
Echosounder is an ideal complement to other sensors and sonars 
on compact ROVs. It is able to be operated as a stand-alone unit 
or integrated with other devices and gives small vehicles access 
to accurate subsea measurements.
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Search & Recovery

SAR1 UNDERWATER METAL DETECTOR
SBMP08001JWF 

Snareless metal detector, no external wires 
or cables. JW Fishers SAR-1 was specifically 
designed for military, law enforcement and 
public safety dive teams to locate metallic 
objects in low visibility environments. The 
“snareless” SAR-1 has a streamlined design with 
no external wires or cables which makes this 
detector the ideal tool for work in environments 
with potential entanglement hazards.

CT1 CABLE TRACKER
SBMP03020103OTS

The ideal tool for tracking power and 
communication cables. JW Fishers CT-1 cable 
tracking system was specifically designed to 
locate and track deeply buried power and 
communications cables. The cable tracker will 
locate cables on land or underwater. The CT-1 
will not only track cables, but also identify faults 
or break points that are exposed to water

STARFISH 990F
SBMP101032TIL

The StarFish range has gained worldwide 
recognition as the most compact, affordable, 
towed side scan sonars for the professional 
underwater survey industry.
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LARS CESTA LITE COMPACT 2 BUZOS - SBMP110401POM

This Lars system, Cesta Lite Compact for 2 divers, has been specially de-
signed to offer an extremely compact option with the standard launch 
and recovery systems offered by our competitors. The size has been 
adjusted as much as possible to take up as little space as possible, and 
its transport is as economical as possible.

The use of high quality stainless steel makes this system able to withstand 
the harshest environments of the sea. Thanks to the steel, the tool life 
is considerably increased, which also contributes to the environment.

LARS
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OPEN LIFT BAG - MPGERAGI

Open Lift Bags are available with different
lifting 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 200 kg.
Made of nylon with reinforced stitching and
heat sealed to prevent cracking and air
leakage. Bag attachments are made of
stainless stitching and heat sealed to
prevent cracking and air leakage. The
balloon attachments are made of stainless
rings joined to the nylon by means of a very
strong thermosealing to prevent breakage
or tears. These rings are placed so that with
correct use and good balance, the lift bag
is fully compensated.

OPEN LIFT BAG - SBMP050409SFX

Used for refloating vessels and lightening of 
structures. Resistant fabric. Guiding system for 
waters with poor visibility.

IBU CLOSED LIFT BAGS- SBMP050421SF 

Inflatable Buoyancy Unit (IBU) is part of a 
standard range of Inflatable Buoyancy 
Units (IBU) for supporting static loads at any 
depth. Their advanced design and careful 
construction ensures a safe and robust 
product which is universally accepted by 
marine contractors around the world. While 
good for vessel draft reduction and lightening 
underwater structures, their main application 
is as installation buoyancy on pipeline beach 
pulls and river crossings.

Diving lift bags
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Hyperbaric system

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER HYPERLITE 1 
The Hyperlite 1 is the world leading portable hyperbaric chamber and 
the only internationally approved non-metallic chamber capable of 
any 100% Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
Casco Antiguo manufactures hyperbaric systems for the diving 
industry and hospitals with all the required certifications.
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www.cascoantiguopro.com




